In recent years, a considerable amount of work has been devoted to generalizing linear discriminant analysis to overcome its incompetence for high-dimensional classification (Witten & Tibshirani 2011 , Cai & Liu 2011 , Mai et al. 2012 , Fan et al. 2012 .
Introduction
Despite its simplicity, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) has proved to be a valuable classifier in many applications (Michie et al. 1994 , Hand 2006 . Let X = (x 1 , . . . , x p ) denote the predictor vector and Y ∈ {+1, −1} be the class label. The LDA model states that X | Y ∼ N (µ Y , Σ), yielding the Bayes rulê
where π y = pr(Y = y). Given n observations (Y i , X i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the classical LDA classifier estimates the Bayes rule by substituting Σ, µ y and π y with their sample estimates. As is well known, the classical LDA fails to cope with high-dimensional data where the dimension, p, can be much larger than the sample size, n. A considerable amount of work has been devoted to generalizing LDA to meet the high-dimensional challenges. It is generally agreed that effectively exploiting sparsity is a key to the success of a generalized LDA classifier for highdimensional data. Early attempts include the nearest shrunken centroids classifier (NSC) (Tibshirani et al. 2002) and later the features annealed independence rule (FAIR) (Fan & Fan 2008 ). These two methods basically follow the diagonal LDA paradigm with an added variable selection component, where correlations among variable are completely ignored.
Recently, more sophisticated sparse LDA proposals have been proposed; see Trendafilov & Jolliffe (2007) , Wu et al. (2008) , Clemmensen et al. (2011) , Witten & Tibshirani (2011 ), Mai et al. (2012 , Shao et al. (2011) , Cai & Liu (2011) and Fan et al. (2012) . In these papers, a lot of empirical and theoretical results have been provided to demonstrate the competitive performance of sparse LDA for high-dimensional classification. These research efforts are rejuvenating discriminant analysis.
However, the existing sparse LDA methods become ineffective for non-normal data, which is easy to see from the theoretical viewpoint. See also empirical evidence given in Section 5.1. In the lower dimensional classification problems, some researchers have considered ways to relax the Gaussian distribution assumption. For example, Hastie & Tibshirani (1996) proposed the mixture discriminant analysis (MDA) that uses a mixture of Gaussian distributions to model the conditional densities of variables given the class label. MDA is estimated by the Expectation-Maximization algorithm. MDA is a nonparametric generalization of LDA, but it is not clear how to further extend MDA to the high-dimensional classification setting with the ability to do variable selection. Lin & Jeon (2003) proposed an interesting semiparametric linear discriminant analysis (SeLDA) model. Their model assumes that after a set of unknown monotone univariate transformations the observed data follow the classical LDA model. Lin & Jeon (2003) further showed that the SeLDA model can be accurately estimated when p is fixed and n goes to infinity. However, the estimator in Lin & Jeon (2003) cannot handle high-dimensional classification problems, especially when p exceeds n.
In this paper, we develop high-dimensional sparse semiparametric discriminant analysis (SSDA), a generalization of SeLDA for high-dimensional classification and variable selection.
In particular, we propose a new estimator for the transformation function and establish its uniform consistency property as long as the logarithm of p is smaller than the cube root of n. With the new transformation estimator, we can transform the data and fit a sparse LDA
classifier. In this work we use the direct sparse discriminant analysis (DSDA) developed by Mai et al. (2012) . SSDA enjoys great computational efficiency: its computational complexity grows linearly with p. We show that, if the Bayes rule of the SeLDA model is sparse, then SSDA can consistently select the important variables and estimate the Bayes rule. At the core of the theory is an exponential concentration bound for semiparametric Gaussian copulas, which is of independent interest.
Semiparametric LDA Model
Consider the binary classification problem where we have observed n random pairs (Y i , X i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n and wish to classify Y using a function of X. Lin & Jeon (2003) proposed the following semiparametric LDA (SeLDA) model that assumes that
where h = (h 1 , · · · , h p ) is a set of strictly monotone univariate transformations. It is important to note that the SeLDA model does not assume that these univariate transformations are known or have any parametric forms. By properties of the Gaussian distribution, h is only unique up to location and scale shifts. Therefore, for identifiability, assume that µ + = 0,
The Bayes rule of the SeLDA model iŝ
The SeLDA model is a very natural generalization of the LDA model. It is equivalent to modelling the within-group distributions with semiparametric Gaussian copulas. For any continuous univariate random variable, W , we have
where F is the cumulative probability function (CDF) of W and Φ is the CDF of the standard normal distribution. Gaussian copula is a multivariate generalization of that simple fact of univariate case. Semiparametric Gaussian copula has generated a lot of research interests in recent years; see Klaassen & Wellner (1997) , Song (2000) , Tsukahara (2005) , and . The SeLDA model is the first application of semiparametric Gaussian copula in the context of classification.
The following lemma relates the univariate transformation function to the univariate marginal CDF of each predictor.
Lemma 1. Consider a random vector (X 1 , . . . , X p ) with strictly increasing marginal CDFs
If there exists a set of strictly increasing univariate functions h = (h 1 , . . . , h p )
In light of Lemma 1, the SeLDA model can be estimated in the low-dimensional setting.
The basic idea is straightforward: we first findĥ j (·) as good estimates of these univariate transformation functions and then fit the LDA model on the "pseudo data"
To be more specific, in seek ofĥ j , we let F +j , F −j be the CDF of X j conditional on Y = +1 and Y = −1, respectively, and then we have
It can be seen that we only need an estimate of F +j or F −j . Denote n + , n − as the sample size within the positive and the negative class, respectively. For convenience, we let n + ≥ n − throughout this paper. In other words, we code the class label of the majority class as "+1" and the minority class as "−1".
Denote X yj as the jth entry of an observation X belonging to the group Y = y, andF +j as the empirical CDF of X +j . Note that, we cannot directly plug inF +j so thatĥ
because infinite values would occur at tails. Instead,F +j is Winsorized at a predefined pair of numbers (a, b) to obtainF
Thenĥ
The Winsorization can be viewed as a bias-variance trade-off.
Withĥ j , the covariance matrix Σ is estimated by the pooled sample covariance matrix ofĥ(X i ) and µ −j is estimated bŷ
where φ is the density function for a standard normal random variable and
µ −j has this complicated form because of the Winsorization. Lin & Jeon (2003) showed that when p is fixed and n tends to infinity,Σ,μ − are consistent. 
Exploiting sparsity
We assume that the Bayes rule of the SeLDA model only involves a small number of predictors. To be more specific, let β Bayes = Σ −1 (µ + − µ − ) and define A = {j : β Suppose that we have obtainedĥ j (·) as a good estimate of h j (·), 1 ≤ j ≤ p, we focus on estimating the sparse LDA model using the "pseudo data"
Among the previously mentioned sparse LDA proposals in the literature, only Fan & Fan (2008) , Shao et al. (2011 ), Cai & Liu (2011 ), Mai et al. (2012 and Fan et al. (2012) provided theoretical analysis of their methods. Fan & Fan (2008) 's theory assumes that Σ is a diagonal matrix. Shao et al. (2011) 's method works well only under some strong sparsity assumptions on the covariance matrix Σ and µ + − µ − . The sparse LDA methods proposed in Cai & Liu (2011 ), Mai et al. (2012 and Fan et al. (2012) are shown to work well under general correlation structures. From the computational perspective, the method in Mai et al. (2012) is most computationally efficient. Therefore, it is the method used here to exploit sparsity.
The proposal in Mai et al. (2012) , which is referred to as DSDA, begins with the observation that the classical LDA direction can be exactly recovered by doing linear regression of Y on h(X) where Y is treated as a numeric variable. Define Ω = Cov {h(X)}, and
It can be shown that β and β Bayes have the same direction. For variable selection and classification, it suffices to estimate β . DSDA aims at estimating β by the following penalized least squares approach:
where, under the LDA model, h is known to be h(X) = X, and P λ (·) is a sparsity-inducing penalty, such as Lasso (Tibshirani 1996) or SCAD (Fan & Li 2001) . Then the DSDA classifier
There are many other penalty functions proposed for sparse regression, including the elastic net (Zou & Hastie 2005) , the adaptive lasso (Zou 2006) , SICA (Lv & Fan 2009 ) and the MCP (Zhang 2010) , among others. All these penalties can be used in DSDA. The original paper (Mai et al. 2012 ) used the Lasso penalty where P λ (t) = λt for t > 0. One could use either lars (Efron et al. 2004) or glmnet ) to efficiently implement DSDA.
If we knew these transformation functions h in the SeLDA model, (5) could be directly used to estimate the Bayes rule of SeLDA. In SSDA we substitute h j with its estimatorĥ j and apply sparse LDA methods to (Y,ĥ(X)). For example, to use DSDA in the SeLDA model, we solve for
Then (6) yields the SSDA classification rule: sign β 0 +ĥ(X) Tβ .
Uniform estimation of transformation functions
We propose a high-quality estimator of the monotone transformation function. In order to establish the theoretical property of SSDA, we need all p estimators of the transformation function to uniformly converge to the truth at a certain fast rate, even when p is much larger than n. Our estimator is defined aŝ
and thenĥ
Note that the class with a bigger size is coded as "+" as mentioned in section 2.
In other words, instead of fixing the Winsorization parameters a, b as in (3), we let
With the presence of Φ −1 , it is necessary to choose a n > 0, b n < 1 to avoid extreme values at tails. On the other hand, a n → 0, b n → 1 so that the bias will automatically vanish as n → ∞. To further see that (8) are proper choices of a n , b n , see the theory developed in Section 3 for mathematical justification.
Other estimators have been proposed. For example, Liu et al. (2009) considered a oneclass problem with Gaussian copulas, which essentially states h(X) ∼ N (0, Σ), and aims to estimate Σ −1 . In their paper, h j is estimated byĥ Liu et al. (2009) showed that this estimator is consistent when p is smaller than any polynomial order of n, but it is not clear whether the final SSDA can handle nonpolynomial high dimensions.
Remark 1. Rank-based estimators were independently proposed by Liu et al. (2012) , Xue & Zou (2012) for estimating Σ −1 without estimating the transformation functions. However, in the discriminant analysis problem considered here we need to estimate both Σ −1 and the mean vectors. The estimation of the mean vectors requires to estimate the transformation functions.
The pooled transformation estimator
We now consider an estimator that pools information from both classes. According to (2), we can find the estimated transformation functions by choosing properF +j and/orF −j ,μ −j .
The naive estimate only uses the data from the positive class because of the difficulty in estimating µ −j . However, we have the following lemma that will assist us in developing a more sophisticated transformation estimation utilizing all the data points.
Lemma 2. Consider the model in (1). Then we have
1. Conditional on Y = −1, we have
2. Conditional on Y = +1, we have
SetF +j as defined in (7) andF −j as the empirical CDF for
Then by Lemma 2, we can define a pooled estimator of µ −j :μ
This estimator utilizes all the data points. We refer to this estimator as the pooled estimator.
In Section 5 we will present numerical evidence that the pooled estimator does improve over the naive estimator in many cases.
Theoretical Results

Estimation of transformation functions
To explore the consistency property of SSDA, we first study the estimation accuracy of semiparametric Gaussian copulas. The results in this subsection are applicable to any statistical model using semiparametric Gaussian copulas, which is of independent interest itself. Consider the one-class estimation case first. Assume that X is a p-dimensional random variable
. Denoteμ j andσ jk as the sample mean and sample covariance for corresponding features.
We establish exponential concentration bounds forμ j andσ jk . For writing convenience, we use c to denote generic constants throughtout.
For sufficiently large n and any 0 < ρ < 1 3
, there exists a positive constant 0 such that, for any 0 < < 0 , we have
For the two-class SeLDA model, we can easily obtain the following corollary from Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Define
Then there exists a positive constant 0 such that, for any 0 < < 0 , we have
Remark 2. Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 can be used for other high-dimensional statistical problems involving semiparametric Gaussian copulas.
Consistency of SSDA
In this section, we study the theoretical results for SSDA. For simplicity, we focus on SSDA with the naive estimator of transformation functions. The theoretical properties for SSDA combined with the pooled transformation estimator can be derived similarly with more lengthy calculation of the probability bounds.
With the results in Section 4.1, we are ready to prove the rate of convergence of SSDA.
We first define necessary notation. Define
where Ω is the covariance of X. Recall that β is equal to cΣ −1 (µ + − µ − ) = cβ Bayes for some positive constant (Mai et al. 2012 ). Then we can write A = {j : β j = 0}. Let s be the cardinality of A. In addition,
j=1 |M ij |, and, for a vector u, u ∞ = max |u j |. Throughout the proof, we assume that s n 1/4 . Define the following quantities that are repeatedly used:
Suppose that the lasso estimator correctly shrinksβ A c to zero, then SSDA should be equivalent to performing SeLDA on X A . Therefore, define the hypothetical estimator
Then, we wish thatβ = (β hyp A , 0 A c ) withβ
To ensure the consistency of SSDA, we further require the following condition:
The condition in (13) Theorem 2. Define ζ 1 , ζ 2 as in Corollary 1. Pick any λ such that λ < min{min j∈A |β j |/(2ϕ), ∆}.
Then for any > 0 and sufficiently large n such that > csn −ρ/2 , where c does not depend on (n, p, s), we have 1. Assuming the condition in (13), with probability at least 1−ψ 1 ,β A =β hyp A andβ A c = 0, where
and is any positive constant less than min ( 0 , λ(1 − κ)/[4ϕ {λ/2 + (1 + κ)} ∆]).
2. With probability at least 1 − ψ 2 , none of the elements ofβ A is zero, where
and is any positive constant less than min { 0 , ν/{(3 + ν)ϕ}, ∆ν/(6 + 2ν)}.
3. For any positive satisfying < min { 0 , λ/(2ϕ∆), λ}, we have
Theorem 2 provides the foundation for asymptotic results. Assume the following two regularity conditions.
(C1). n, p → ∞ and s 2 log(ps)/n 1/3−ρ → 0, for some ρ in (0, 1/3);
Condition (C1) restricts that p, s should not grow too fast comparing to n. However, p is allowed to grow faster than any polynomial order of n. Condition (C2) states that the important features should be sufficiently large such that we can separate them from the noises, which is a standard assumption in the literature of sparse recovery. The next theorem
shows that SSDA consistently recovers the Bayes rule of the SeLDA model. Further, we prove that SSDA is asymptotically equivalent to the Bayes rule in terms of error rate . Note that the Bayes error rate R = pr(Y = sign(h(X) T β * + β 0 )) and R n = pr(Y = sign(ĥ(X) Tβ +β 0 )). We have the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Define ζ 1 , ζ 2 as in Corollary 1. Pick any λ such that λ < min{ min j∈A |β j | 2ϕ , ∆}.
Then for a sufficiently small constant > 0 and sufficiently large n such that > csn −ρ/2 , where c does not depend on (n, p, s), with probability no smaller than 1−ψ 3 , we have R n −R < , where
Corollary 2. Under conditions (C1) and (C2), if we choose λ = λ n such that λ n min j∈A |β j | and λ n log(ps) s , and further assume κ < 1, then Remark 3. Our results concerning the error rate of SSDA are much more involved than those for sparse LDA algorithms in Cai & Liu (2011 ), Fan et al. (2012 , because of the semiparametric assumptions. Under the parametric LDA model, the error rate tends to the Bayes error as long as the discriminant direction β is estimated consistently. However, under the SeLDA model, we deal with the extra uncertainty in estimating h and need some uniform convergence results onĥ(X).
5 Numerical Results
Simulation
We examine the finite sample performance of SSDA by simulation. We consider two trans- Four types of SeLDA models were considered in the study. In each model, we first generated Y with π + = π − = 0.5. For convenience, we say that Σ has AR(ρ) structure if Σ ij = ρ |i−j| and Σ has CS(ρ) structure if Σ ij = ρ for any i = j. We fixed µ − = 0 and
Model 1: n = 150, p = 400. Σ has AR(0.5) structure.
β Bayes = 0.556(3, 1.5, 0, 0, 2, 0 p−5 ) T .
Model 2: n = 200, p = 400. Σ has AR(0.5) structure.
β Bayes = 0.582(3, 2.5, −2.8, 0 p−3 ) T . Model 3: n = 400, p = 800. Σ has CS(0.5) structure.
β Bayes = 0.395(3, 1.7, −2.2, −2.1, 2.55, 0 p−5 ) T .
Model 4: n = 300, p = 800. Σ is block diagonal with 5 blocks of dimension 160 × 160.
Each block has CS(0.6) structure. We transform V to X by X = g(V ) and the final data to be used are (X, Y ). In each type of model, we consider two sets of g. We call the resulting models series a and b. In series a, X = V so that the SeLDA model becomes the LDA model. In series b, we considered some commonly used transformations such that that some features become heavily skewed, some heavy-tailed and some bounded. The choices of g are listed in Table 1 . In the simulation study we also considered the oracle sparse discriminant classifiers including oracle DSDA and oracle Witten. The idea is to apply the true transformation to variables and then fit a sparse LDA classifier using DSDA or Witten and Tibshirani's method.
The simulation results for Models 1a-4a and Models 1b-4b are reported in Table 2 and   Table 3 , respectively. Note that in Table 2 DSDA and Witten are the oracle DSDA and the oracle Witten. We can draw the following conclusions from Tables 2 and 3 .
• Models 1a-4a are actually LDA models. SSDA performs very similarly to DSDA.
Although SSDA has slightly higher error rates, this is expected because SSDA does not use the parametric assumption. On the other hand, in Models 1b-4b, SSDA performs much better than DSDA. These results jointly show that SSDA is a much more robust sparse discriminant analysis algorithm than those based on the LDA model.
• In both tables, SSDA is very close to the oracle DSDA, which empirically shows the high quality of the proposed transformation estimator in Section 3.2. In all eight cases, SSDA is a good approximation to the Bayes rule, which is consistent with the theoretical results. On the other hand, in Models 1, 2, 4 (a) & (b) SSDA(pooled) yields slightly lower error rates, which illustrates the advantage of utilizing the information from both classes when estimating the transformation.
• 
Malaria data
We further demonstrate SSDA by using the malaria data (Ockenhouse et al. 2006 ). This dataset is available at \protect\vrule width0pt\protect\href{http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/GDSbrowser?acc=GD
Out of 71 samples in the dataset, 49 have been infected with malaria, while 22 are healthy people. The predictors are the expression levels of 22283 genes. The 71 samples were split with a roughly 1:1 ratio to form training and testing sets. We report the median of 100
replicates in Table 4 . Besides DSDA, the 1 logistic regression ) was also considered because it is an obvious choice for sparse high-dimensional classification. Table 4 , it can be seen that both the SSDA methods are significantly more accurate than DSDA and the 1 logistic regression, with SSDA(pooled) yielding the lowest error rate of 1/35. In addition, the two SSDA methods select 6 genes, while the other two methods select more than 17 genes.
To gain more insight, we compared the selected genes by SSDA and those by DSDA or 1 logistic regression. In those 100 tries the 2059th gene is most frequently selected by SSDA, but seldom by DSDA or 1 logistic regression. This gene is encoded by IRF1, as it is the first identified interferon regulatory transcription factor (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IRF1). Discovering the role of IRF1 was a major finding in Ockenhouse et al. (2006) . Previous studies show that IRF1 influences the immune response. Therefore, healthy and sick people may have different expression levels on this gene. It is very interesting that we can use a pure statistical method like SSDA to select IRF1. We plot in Figure 1 the within-group density functions of gene IRF1 (the 2059th gene). It can be seen that the raw expression levels of IRF1 are skewed, making linear rules unreliable on this gene. After applying the naive transformation, the distributions of both groups become close to normal, with similar variances.
After the pooled transformation, the LDA model becomes even more plausible. 
Discussion
It has been a hot subject of research in recent years to develop sparse discriminant analysis for high-dimensional classification and feature selection, rejuvenating the traditional discriminant analysis. However, sparse discriminant algorithms based on the LDA model can be very ineffective for non-normal data, as shown in the simulation study. To overcome the normality limitation, we consider the semiparametric discriminant analysis model and propose the SSDA, a high-dimensional semiparametric sparse discriminant classifier. We have justified SSDA both theoretically and empirically. For high-dimensional classification and feature selection, SSDA is more appropriate than the existing sparse discriminant analysis proposals in the literature.
Although we focus on binary classification throughout the paper, a classifier for multiclass problems is easy to obtain under the semiparametric model. Note that our SSDA method contains two independent steps: transforming the data and fitting a sparse LDA classifier.
The first step can be carried out for multiclass problem with proper modification of our pooled estimator, as we will discuss in more detail later, while, in the second step, there already exist multiclass sparse LDA methods, such as sparse optimal scoring (Clemmensen et al. 2011 ) and 1 -Fisher's discriminant analysis (Witten & Tibshirani 2011) . The combination of the transformation and a multiclass sparse LDA method will yield a high-dimensional semiparametric classifier for multiclass problems. Specifically, consider a multiclass model
where Y = 1, . . . , K and µ 1 = 0. Similar to Lemma 2, we can easily
DefineF kj as the empirical CDF of X j within Class k Winsorized at (1/n 2 k , 1 − 1/n 2 k ), where n k is the sample size within Class k. Then we can find
With this estimated transformation, one could apply a multiclass sparse LDA method such as the two mentioned above to the pseudo data (ĥ pool (X), Y ).
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Appendix: proofs
Proof of Lemma 1. First, note that we must have h j (X j ) ∼ N (0, 1). Now we show the uniqueness of h i . Suppose h
(1) i and h
(2) i are two strictly increasing transformations such that
j (X j ) ∼ N (0, 1). Then for any t ∈ R, we have
Because F i is strictly monotone, we have that {h
j . Now note that Φ −1 • F j is a strictly monotone function that transforms X i to a standard normal random variable, and the conclusion follows.
Proof of Lemma 2. By (1), conditional on Y = −1,
while, conditional on Y = +1, we have Φ −1 •F −j (X j )+µ −j ∼ N (0, 1). Hence, the conclusions follow.
The following properties of the normal distribution are repeatedly used in our proof (Liu et al. 2009 , Abramovich et al. 2006 . Proposition 1. Let φ(t) and Φ(t) be the pdf and CDF of N (0, 1), respectively.
where 0 < γ 1 < 1 is a fixed number and n is the sample size. The following lemma shows thatĥ j (x) is an accurate estimator of h j (x) for h j (x) ∈ A n .
Lemma 3. For sufficiently large n and 0 < γ 1 < 1, we have pr{ sup
Proof of Lemma 3. By mean value theorem,
First, we bound |(Φ −1 ) (ξ)|. This is achieved by bounding F j (x) andF j (x). By definition, for any h j (x) ∈ A n ,
On the other hand, for
where the last inequality follows from Dvoretzky-Kiefer-Wolfowitz (DKW) inequality.
Consequently, with a probability no less than 1 − 2 exp{−n 1−γ 1 /(16πγ 1 log n)},
and, combining this fact with Proposition 1, we have
For the first term on the right hand side, pr{M n sup
Because sup h j (x)∈An |F j (x) −F j (x)| ≤ δ n = 1/n 2 , δ n M n → 0 and so the first term is 0 for sufficiently large n. Apply the DKW inequality to the second term and the conclusion follows.
The above lemma guarantees thatĥ j (X j ) is very close to h j (X j ) on A n . Now we consider observations in A c n . Partition A c n to three regions:
Define #B n = #{i : h j (X i j ) ∈ B n } and #C n , #D n analogously.
Lemma 4. For sufficiently large n and positive constants α 1 , α 2 such that α 1 > 1 − γ 1 /2, we have
sup
Proof of Lemma 4. Equations (17)- (18) are direct consequences of the definitions ofĥ and
Combining this bound with the definitions of B n , C n , we have the desired conclusions.
For (19), note that, for sufficiently large n,
Therefore, by Hoeffding's inequality
for sufficiently large n.
For (20), note that
−γ 2 2 log n/2 /γ 2 log n.
So (20) can be proven similarly.
For (21),
Proof of Theorem 1. We first prove (9).
By the Chernoff bound, L 2 ≤ 2 exp(−cn 2 ).
By Lemma 4, it can be checked that, under Condition (C1), if #B n ≤ n α 1 and #D n = 0
for sufficiently large n. If γ 3 + α 2 < 1, similarly we have
It follows that, if α 1 < 1 and γ 3 + α 2 < 1, then we have
Take γ 1 = 2ρ, α 1 = 1 − ρ/2, α 2 = 3/4 − ρ/2, γ 3 = 1/4 − ρ/2 and the conclusion follows.
Now we prove (10). By the proof in Liu et al. (2009) , it suffices to bound
We can decompose the summation into four terms.
pr(|S 1 | > ) ≤ pr(#D nj > 1) + pr(#D nk > 1)
≤ 4n 1−γ 3 (2π) −1/2 exp(n 2γ 3 /2).
Note that, for a pair of α 2 , γ 3 , such that α 2 + 2γ 3 − 1 < 0, we have n α 2 +2γ 3 −1 → 0. Therefore, for sufficiently large n,
≤ pr(#C n > n α 2 ) + pr[n α 2 −1 {2(log n) 1/2 + n γ 3 } > /n γ 3 ] ≤ exp(−n 2α 2 −1 /4) + 0, Similarly, for 0 < α 1 < 1, pr(|S 3 | > ) ≤ pr(#B n > n α 1 ) + pr[n α 1 −1 (γ 2 log n){2(log n) 1/2 + γ 2 log n} > ] where 0 < α 1 < 1. Finally, pr(|S 4 | > ) ≤ pr{ sup
≤ 4 exp{−cn 1−γ 1 2 /(γ 2 1 log 2 n)}.
Pick γ 1 = 2ρ, γ 3 = 1/6 − ρ, α 2 = 2/3 − ρ/2, α 1 = 1 − ρ/2 and the conclusion follows.
Proof of Corollary 1. Note that n + is a summation of n i. Hence, we have (11). Equation (12) can be proven similarly.
Proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 . By Mai et al. (2012) , the consistency is implied by accurate estimators ofμ y ,σ ij . Therefore, Theorem 2 can be proven by following the proof in their paper and applying Corollary 1.
Theorem 3 is direct consequence of Theorem 2. Hence, the proof is omitted here for the sake of space.
Lemma 5. For any < min{ 0 , λ/(2φ∆ 1 ), λ} and large enough n such that > sn −1/4 , we have 1.
pr( β A − β A 1 ≥ ) ≤ 2s 2 ζ 2 ( /s) + 2sζ 1 ( /s). 
≤ |β 0 − β 0 | + 2 log n β A − β A 1 + φ∆ 1 ĥ (
which is smaller than as long as h j (X j ) ∈ A n for all j. Therefore, take γ 1 = 1/2 in A n , we have pr(|(ĥ(X)
which will be smaller than for sufficiently large n.
Therefore, by Lemma 3, (22), (23), we have the desired conclusion.
